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We Are Killing Ourselves But Not With Global Warming
While our media get us whipped up about climate change, people are dying around us when it isn't necessary.Find
the hoem site of author Bill Allin at http://billallin.com
It takes a certain maturity of mind to accept that nature works as steadily
in rust as in rose petals.
- Esther Warner Dendel, writer and artist (1910-2002)
Despite the fact that we are, each of us, part of nature, we understand almost nothing about it.
We have medical healers whose primary function is to make it possible for nature to heal itself within our own
bodies. We have psychological healers whose objective is to keep us talking until we can ﬁgure out answers to our
own problems.
We have those who would have us believe that we could live within nature comfortably if we would only stop
destroying it. Not true. No living thing lives comfortably within nature. Living things within nature are all about
struggle, not about comfort. Living things that are comfortable either become food for other living things or go
extinct because they cannot change. Nature changes constantly.
We have those among us who would have us believe that we can alter nature on a global scale. Those people are
either the victims of propaganda or its perpetrators. Take global warming for example. No one disputes the fact
that the planet is warming. The dispute is over whether what we do can inﬂuence it irrevocably or whether what
we experience is simply part of a natural cycle.
Should we believe climatologists whose income depends on our believing what they say so that they can continue
to sell their fear mongering collections of "facts" to the media? These people can't even predict the weather.
Where I live in eastern Canada, the government forecaster predicted a hot and dry summer for three months. The
weather was so cool and wet until mid-August that the summer insects had not yet emerged and the trees had not
changed from their late spring colour of light green.
We have scientists who believe they can make deﬁnitive statements about God, about the future of medical
science, about how powerful humankind is that it can inﬂuence the very existence of nature, yet it can't tell me for
certain if it will rain this afternoon. Or if a tornado will tear the roof oﬀ my house. Or if an earthquake will destroy
the rest of my house.
We want so much for nature to not change. We want to know that we have not destroyed it and we would know
that by the fact that nothing within nature would change. Yet if one thing we know for certain about nature it's that
nature forever and constantly changes. New life continues to pop into existence and other life goes extinct. We
don't even know how, for certain. Call it evolution or creativity, but we don't really know how it all comes about.
We know that about 65 million years ago a great percentage of land life went extinct as a result of an asteroid
landing near the Yucatan in present day Mexico. Yet why did it take over 1500 years for the die-oﬀ to complete if
the explosion created an instant global cloud? The age of the dinosaurs ended, for sure. But what the fear
mongering scientists want us to believe is that it was the cloud that ended the dinos, not the fact that climate was
changing naturally around the world and where the dinosaurs lived there was no longer suﬃcient vegetation to
support the giant creatures. Not much vegetation for them in Alaska these days, for example, is there?
About 225 million years ago almost all life on our planet disappeared--about 97-98 percent. Nature seems to have
recovered, as it did after the later asteroid collision. It will recover from us too.
If we should be concerned about anything related to human production, it's that we put half a million chemicals
into our air--some of them poisonous and these have caused us health problems to an alarming degree--not that
the planet is warming. Of course it's warming. There was a mini ice age lasting about 400 years that ended just
over a century ago. What should we expect to happen when an ice age ends?

We know that air's ability to hold moisture doubles with each ten degrees increase in temperature. As the air
warms, it has more ability to absorb moisture when it passes over the 75 percent of our planet that is covered with
water. More water in the air equals, what? Clouds. Clouds block sunlight, which is the sole source of heat for our
atmosphere. Less sunlight reaching earth's surface means a decrease in air temperature. And where are all those
ﬂooded coastal cities we were warned about 15 years ago when the climate models said that many low lying cities
would be drowned in 15 years?
Get over it! We are not powerful enough to change nature. We aren't even powerful enough to save ourselves.
How many millions of humans die each year of starvation while rich countries throw more than enough food away
as waste? How many millions die of AIDS when we don't even have the will at an international level to teach
methods of protection against HIV infection and to distribute drugs that could extend the lives of most HIV positive
people for decades? That includes HIV infected parents who could support their children instead of dying and
leaving them to starve as orphans.
Instead of huddling in fear of what we are doing to ourselves that most of us can't do anything about, let's stand up
and tell our governments to do what is right to save the humans alive today from our own self destructive
practices. I could count on one hand the number of countries that are in the process of doing positive things to
help their people and others around the world to live better and healthier lives. One of them is Iceland, but how
inﬂuential is that tiny island in the international community?
We only need be afraid of the future if we do nothing about improving it by our actions in the present.
No matter how much we fear the future, nothing will change by our fear. Nothing will improve because we are
afraid.
Change only happens when someone does something.
Human rights took a huge leap forward after Adolf Hitler tried to take over the world and killed millions of people in
the process. Do we require something that dramatic to recover from for us to make small changes ourselves and to
encourage others to make small changes as well?
Even those of us who are not afraid will accomplish nothing to improve humanity and the condition that life on our
planet exists in if we do nothing.
As Canadian rock singer Neil Young stated in one of his albums, rust never sleeps. Nature forever changes. If we
don't want nature to change, too bad for us. If we do nothing about improving life on this planet as it is--including
conditions that kill millions of our own--we have good reason to worry over things that happen naturally. Worry is
the hiding place for those who do nothing.
Worry is the refuge of the terminally stupid. With emphasis on the "terminally."
Bill Allin
Turning It Around: Causes and Cures for Today's Epidemic Social Problems, a guidebook for parents,
teachers, social leaders and ordinary folks who want a methodology for teaching children what they should know,
not just what industry wants them to know as worker/consumers.
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